
Casper 
Beams &  
Pendants



Casper Pendants celebrate the simplicity of suspended light. Create a 
striking installation by clustering the pendants for an ultra modern look.Pendant

36″L × 4″SQ (2), 72″L × 2″SQ, 48″L × 2″SQ PENDANTS IN RGB WHITE 



Beam High-performance, low-glare lighting delivers soft 
and even illumination for extraordinary results.

60″L × 4″SQ BEAM



Configurability

Easily identify breakout or common 
rooms with illumination that integrates 
and highlights the overall design.

Create wayfinding solutions and directional beacons with custom 
lighting configurations that run through corridors, take sharp turns, 
and zigzag along hallways, lobbies, reception, and office spaces. 

Collaborative Spaces



Designed to adapt to scale with 
customizable configurations and 
shapes to create stunning focal 
points with seamless integration. 

Scale, Wayfinding,
Illumination

Extended linear run lengths, 
modular shapes, RGB and 
tuneable white light output take 
Casper to a whole new level.

A modern application uses Casper 
Beams and Pendants to create a 
lighting solution that elevates the 
space and adds design interest.



LIGHTART is a registered trademark of 3form, LLC. The products depicted herein may be covered  
by one or more of the following U.S. or international patents, and/or one or more U.S. or international  
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CERTIFICATION  Luminaire is CSA listed conforming to UL Standard  
1598 in the U.S. and CAN/CSA C22.2 No. 250.0 in 
Canada. In accordance with NEC Code 410.73 (G),  
this luminaire contains an internal driver disconnect. 
Damp Location Rated. All electronic components are 
RoHS compliant, and the mechanical components  
of the luminaire have been verified to meet RoHS 
Directive 2002/95/EC. 

WARRANTY  5 year warranty on all standard components. 

LIGHTING  Integrated LED light source offering high lumen  
output and efficacy. Color consistency of 3 SDCM.  
See additional information summarizing lumen 
distribution, wattage, and efficacy on following  
pages. Tunable white and RGB options available.

DIFFUSION  Frosted optical diffuser produces even illumination.

MOUNTING  Adjustable stainless steel aircraft cable,  
contact studio for lengths over 20'

Specifications
Standards

Dimensions

Beam Options

RGB TUNABLE WHITE

Alternative Output Options

MARCOM—CASPER BEAMS & PENDANTS
LIGHTART.COM206 524 2223

Utilizes red, green, and blue (RGB) light to create a wide range of colors and hues Capability to change light temperature from  warm to neutral ( 2700K – 4000K)


